The Gardens’ Bulletin Singapore

Publication Ethics and Publication Malpractice Statement

Open Access Policy

The Gardens’ Bulletin Singapore follows standard guidelines for publication ethics and the prevention of publication malpractice. Such operational guidelines are as outlined by: COPE (Committee on Publication Ethics; publicationethics.org), Elsevier (www.elsevier.com), Cambridge Journals (www.cambridge.journals.com), and Academy Publisher (http://www.academypublisher.com).

Research manuscripts submitted to the Gardens’ Bulletin Singapore, including special issues (e.g., monographs, symposium proceedings), go through a peer-review process. Book reviews, obituaries and other miscellaneous short notes, however, are not subjected to peer review.

Unethical behaviour will be dealt with following the Cambridge Journals ethical standards procedures. This is summarised here: (http://journals.cambridge.org/action/stream?pageId=6728&level=2&sessionId=672E0B57F505928BBF54B7A5412235.journals).

The roles of editors, the editorial advisory board and reviewers

The editor may confer with appointed reviewers and editorial advisory board members in deciding which submissions should be published. Submitted manuscript information is confidential and only made known to the corresponding author, reviewers, potential reviewers, editorial advisors, and the publisher. Use of this unpublished information is not permitted by any party without the written consent of the author(s).

Reviewers are advised to withdraw their services when there could be any potential conflict of interest (such as from competitive, collaborative, or other relationships with any of the authors, institutions or companies connected to the papers).

The responsibilities of authors

In submitting contributions to the Gardens’ Bulletin Singapore, authors understand that this must not have been published, or be considered or accepted for publication elsewhere. Authors are reminded to ensure that the research reported is original and avoid duplicating research results in multiple publications.

They must acknowledge and appropriately cite any content reproduced from other sources (e.g., quotations, terms and/or works of others, images, maps, etc.). Where required, permission to reproduce such material (e.g., image material from various herbaria/archives, material from already published works) should be sought by authors and their copyright indicated.

The corresponding author must obtain the agreement of all listed co-authors prior to submission of a manuscript to the Gardens’ Bulletin Singapore, and have their approval of the final version (including proofs). When significant errors or inaccuracies are discovered in the publication, authors should cooperate with the editor in issuing an erratum, addendum, corrigendum, or in retracting the paper should this be considered necessary.

Open Access Policy

The journal also makes its content openly accessible through the website of the Singapore Botanic Gardens. Printed copies are obtained by purchase or subscription through the Singapore Botanic Gardens Library.